David L. Christopher
Handicappers using the Winning at the Track online program should now be familiar with the
“WATT Wizard Selection” feature, recently added to the program’s Race Card screen. For many
years users of the original Classic Stand-alone program relied on the “Contender” suggestions,
which are based on a simple formula. Now, online members can consider both for every race.
So, what’s the conclusion? Never ignore these proprietary suggestions.
It is not unusual for the WATT Wizard Selection to identify a key horse (first or second) 75% of
the time. They are, of course, the favorites much of the time – but not always.
The next example was a very good day at Philadelphia recently – an excellent day for parlays.
The winner appeared among the Best-3 PM Ratings in every race on the card and the WATT
Wizard Selection correctly identified six of them. All were sprints and two were on the turf, but
the distance shouldn’t be deciding factor. Route races play equally well.

It’s also worth noting that among the top three PM-rated horses, two were in the exacta five
out of nine times. More than half the time is not unusual at most tracks.

This is how the entire 9-race card unfolded:

Looking back over the card, in Race 5 the dominance of #4 Cast a Doubt proved to be the bet
of the day. He had a 5-length pace advantage over the other pacesetter, #6 Synchronous, and
had no trouble putting him away with a 45:2 at the half.

Although Cast a Doubt was the favorite, he was a clear value at just under 2 to 1.

Conclusion
Having a key horse that is notably superior to the rest of the field can sometimes dictate the
way a race is wagered. This one unfolded exactly as any experienced speed/pace handicapper
would have anticipated. Granted, it doesn’t always play out precisely as it should, but it is very
satisfying when it does.

For New Members
This short report was written primarily for existing and prospective online members to illustrate
the numerous applications of the WATT program. Additional handicapping tips can be found in
other pdf e-Reports located on the “Tips ‘n Touts” page of the HorseRacingUSA.com website.

The annual cost for accessing this interactive program 24/7 is $149. To become a member,
simply register on the website, call the Publisher to have your order processed, and your new
Account File Bank will then be activated immediately. A Membership renewal drops to $129.
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